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Cars, Vans,
RVs, & Bikes
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Open tailgate. Lift up. Fold out arms.
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Bed Expander Comparison Chart Top Line Westin
No. of SKU's (Silver) to cover all trucks 1 4
Time to assemble 0 minutes 20 minutes
Space it takes in truck when not in use 5" 24"
Time it takes to remove from truck 30 seconds 5 minutes
Works with tonneau covers or truck caps Yes No
* Comes Fully Assembled

� The Universal Fold-Down Bed Expander has a telescoping design that
allows it to fit any tailgate.

� Mounts directly to tailgate, using stainless steel brackets and hardware.

� Does not attach to truck bed, like competitive models.

� Folds down flat on tailgate.

� Anodized or powder coated aluminum construction 
to resist corrosion.

� Adds up to 30% more cargo space.

� Disappears when tailgate is folded up.

� Takes up only 5” of cargo space.

� Entire unit weighs only 17 pounds and is easily 
removed with two release pins.

� Comes fully assembled.

Entire unit is easily removed
with two release pins.

Part # Description Color
BX4004-01 Anodized Satin Silver
BX4004-02 Powder Coated Black

Applications
Any Full-size, Mid-size, Compact, Super-Crew, Quad-Cab, Fleet-Side,
Step-Side or SUT ever made.

Works with tonneau covers and truck caps.

Sharp, 4-Color P.O.P packaging
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BX4004-02 Black

Universal Fold - Down

Fits Any Truck
Bed Expander



Folds away inside tailgate when not in use. Supports up to 400 pounds.

Rugged, non-slip step.
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� Universal tire mount step fits SUV’s, cars, trucks
vans and RVs.

� Unfold step, slide strap over tire and step up.

� Step up safely to reach rooftop cargo.

� No assembly required, ready to use.

� Adjusts to fit any wheel up to 22".

� Folds flat for easy storage.

� Supports up to 400 pounds.

� Non-slip step surface.

� Sturdy aluminum construction.

Part # Description
TH2100 Tire Step � Unique tailgate step for pickup trucks.

� Unfolds to provide a handy step midway between the
ground and the truck, for easy access to truck bed.

� Fits any tailgate, square nose or round nose.

� Folds away inside tailgate when not in use...not visible
when tailgate is closed.

� Compact design does not reduce cargo space.

� Light, but tough... step weighs in at 2 pounds,
but supports up to 400 pounds.

� Easy installation.

� Stainless steel hardware provided.

� Rugged, non-slip step.

� Constructed of high-strength aluminum alloy, anodized
or powder coated for complete corrosion protection.

Part # Description
TS2000-01 Tailgate Step, (Silver Satin Anodized)
TS2000-02 Tailgate Step, (Black Powder Coated)

Tire Hopper

No Assembly Required
Tire Step

Bed Hopper

Fits Any Truck
Tailgate Step



Can be mounted to flat surfaces.

Can be mounted to curved roofs.

7Mounting pad can be painted to match your vehicle’s rooftop.

How the Melrose Roof Rack can
be removed in seconds.

Round Bar Rectangular Bar
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Melrose Rack works with both 
round and rectangular bars.
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� Conventional roof racks are so difficult to install and remove,
that you just leave them on.

� Now your “close to zero drag” vehicle has a lot of drag 
and a lot of wind noise.

� The Melrose Rack goes on in minutes, and when you’ve unloaded your “toys”,
literally disappears.

� The revolutionary system is based on four tiny pads (only 1/4" high)
permanently fastened to the four corners of your vehicle...car, SUV, van, any
vehicle....any make, any model, any year.

� The cross bar towers snap onto these pads in seconds, and now you have the
platform for multiple accessories provided by Yakima® or Thule® that will
accommodate bikes, kayaks, skis, snowboards, cargo baskets, etc.

� One SKU covers every possible vehicle....it’s truly universal.

Cross bar towers snap onto pads.

Unlock with key, lift the release
and the catch will disconnect
from the pad.

The pad is the only part left
leaving your rooftop clean
and aerodynamic.

With racks and rails removed, only the small pads
are left, keeping the car looking like the designers
wanted it to look...sleek and uncluttered. Rack and
rails go on and come off as one unit, eliminating
disassembly and reassembly.

Can be mounted directly to tonneau covers or truck caps.

Part # Description
ML2900 Melrose Rack System

Patent Pending

Universal Disappearing

Roof Rack
Melrose Rack ASSEMBLED

RACK GOES
ON &OFF
IN A SNAP!



Maggie Rack can be installed on flat surfaces such as a camper
shell, or rounded surfaces such as a VW Bug.

Raised feet allow mounting pod 
to fit any roof.

Rail rotates in pod so that, no
matter what angle the pod is at, the
rail track is parallel to the ground.

Compatible with Yakima® and
Thule® accessories.

This Universal System can fit any model, any make, any year, and any vehicle.
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Pods pivot with ball joints to allow full contact across the
length of any roof, no matter how flat or round.

48” Rails come in 
Silver and Black

Patent Pending

� Platform for Yakima® and Thule® accessories.

� One model fits roof of any vehicle....car, SUV, van, RV....any make, any model, any year.

� Rails rotate in pods so that no matter what angle the pods are at, the rail track is parallel to the ground.

� Maggie Rack fits any vehicle roof, from a rounded compact to a flat, full-size vehicle.

� 48” rails can be cut to conform to any vehicle rooftop, allowing for a completely custom fit.

Part # Description
MR3700 Maggie Rack 2 rail platform system - Silver 
MR3750 Maggie Rack 2 rail platform system - Black 

Universal

Roof Rack
Maggie Rack FITS A BUG 

TO A HUMMER



Folds up against the back of the
vehicle when not in use.

2-bike extension slides into integral receiver
of the 2-bike system.

Rear wheel holder pivots to accommodate any
bike style and any size.

Three points of contact, telescoping arm holds
tire against tray and retainer.
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Taxi

F
a
stBike Rack

Receiver Mounted

� Unique monorail design, unlike
any other receiver-mounted bike
rack available.

� Hold 4 bikes of any size or 
style securely.

� Folds up and out of the way
against the vehicle when not 
in use.

� Allows driver top reach rear
cargo without removing the
rack from the vehicle.

� Bikes are mounted without front
wheel removal.

� Telescoping and ratcheting arm
allows for full contact with front
bicycle wheel, regardless of the
size of the bike.

� Beautifully designed and crafted
from anodized 6063 T-6
aluminum, the Taxi Rack is the
most stylish bike rack on 
the market.

� One SKU fits any vehicle with
standard 2” hitch.

� 2-bike extension is available, for
total capacity of 4 bikes.

Part # Description
TR300-01 2 Bike System
TR300-02 2 Bike Extension

ITS A TAXI
FOR YOUR BIKE!



Hinges allow the
ladder to match the
contour of the RV.

4 supports can be
located anywhere on
the ladder.

Supplied with 6
mounting brackets, 6”
high. Can be positioned
anywhere on rack.

502L adjustable
to 76” 6 step

501L adjustable
to 100” 7 step
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Universal RV Roof Rack

Non-slip Ribbed Steps.

View of 4 bike system.

Control arm clamp pivots
and rotates to grip any part
of the bike.

Add-A-Bike assembly for
additional 3rd and 4th bikes.

Add-A-Bike clamp
accommodates a wide
variety of tube sizes.

Add-A-Bike clamp can also
mount to seat post.

The locking bike cable prevents
unauthorized removal of bikes
or carrier system.

Attaches easily to vehicles
with over-the-rail bedliners.

Bikes mount
with front
wheels on.

� An amazing system that holds up to four bikes in
the pickup bed, with:

• No drilling of truck bed or rail.
• No removal of bike front wheel…bikes go in

standing up....no problem with front wheel
brake system.

� Fits any pickup truck, long or short bed,
foreign or domestic.

� Mounts in 2 minutes.

� No expensive, cumbersome receiver or ball 
hitch required.

� Can be used with or without bedliners.

� Bikes never touch each other.

� Security system provided.

Part # Description
UG2500-1 UniGrip, 1 Bike System
UG2500-2 UniGrip, 2 Bike System
AB2600 Add-A-Bike Clamp

Part # Description
AB2600 Add-A-Bike

� Fully adjustable width:
From 90" to 94."

� Easy, quick installation.

� Fits any RV.

Part #        Description
501R Universal Roof Rack, 5’ Side Rails

Truck Bed
Bike Rack

Unigrip

RV Ladder
Universal

� Fits any RV...any make, any model, any year.

� Easy, quick installation.

� 4 support extensions can be
located anywhere on the ladder.

� Non-slip ribbed steps, 2” wide.

� Constructed of heavy gauge 
6063-T6 aluminum.

� Non-corrosive, bright dipped and 
anodized finish.

� Easily converts to bumper mount.

� UPS-able.

Part # Description
501L Universal Hinged Ladder
502L Universal Straight Back Ladder



Door Hanger Mount

Aluminum Step

Dynamic point-of-
purchase packaging
provides space
saving carton with
full front sales panel.

� Fits any RV ladder, any make, any 
model, any year.

� Unique “Docking System”.

� Holds up to 6 chairs securely.

� Hooks on without use of tools.

� Easy on, easy off, 5 second installation.

� Engineered “Tie-Down System”.

� All straps included.

Part # Description
CR1300 Chair Rack (fits elliptical/flat step ladders)
CR1310 Chair Rack (fits round/square step ladders)

Unique “Docking System” mounts in seconds.

Bikes never touch
each other.
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Bike Cover

Van Ladder

� Fits any RV ladder, any make, any
model, any year.

� Unique “Docking System” hooks
on without use of tools.

� Holds two bikes securely.

� Easy on... easy off...

� Engineered “Tie-Down” system.

� All straps and cushions included.

� Bikes protected from damage.

� Anodized to resist corrosion.

� Weighs only 2.1 pounds.

� No assembly required.

� Stores easily.
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Door Hanger Mount

Stainless Steel Step

Universal Mount

Part # Description
BR1200 Bike Rack 

(fits elliptical/flat step ladders)
BR1210 Bike Rack 

(fits round/square step ladders)

� Bicycle cover for ladder-mounted bike racks.

� Water resistant.

� Covers 2 bikes.

� Made of 420 denier nylon. Same materials 
as top grade tents.

� Polyurethane coated on both sides.

� Protects bikes from road dirt, dust, rain, sun...

� Easy to install with integral straps,
super lock strap buckles and zipper.

Part # Description
BC1255 Bike Cover

Aluminum
� Makes access to the roof safe 

and convenient.

� Non-corrosive, bright dipped 
anodized finish.

� Easy, quick installation.

� Non-slip ribbed steps.

Part # Description
L801CS-S Universal, 4 step, (Silver)
L810CS-S Univ. Door Hanger, 4 step, (Silver)

Stainless Steel
� Constructed of super-buffed 1” diameter 18

gauge stainless steel.

� All welded construction.

� Polished to a brilliant luster.

� Available in round or flat step.

� Hook over door tab for fast,
easy installation.

Part # Description
L500FS-SS Universal Door Hang Flat Step
L505FS-SS ‘97 and up Ford Flat Step

Bike Rack
Ladder Mounted

Chair Rack
Ladder Mounted

Aluminum

Stainless Steel



� Finally a safe way to get up to your ladder.

� Fits any RV ladder, any make, any model,
any year.

� Unique “Docking System”.

� Hooks on without use of tools.

� Easy on, easy off, 5 second installation.

� Legs extend up to 9” in 1” increments.

� Safe, solid, non slip feet.

� Simple rugged construction.

Part # Description
AL1100 Universal Assist Ladder 

(for elliptical/flat step ladder)
AL1110 Universal Assist Ladder 

(for round/square step ladder)

Legs extend up to 
9” in 1” increments.

Hook - 1" opening
hook is engineering 
grade nylon.

Hook - 1" Opening

Docking System

Padded step prevents slipping, warm and
cushioned to bare feet.

Hook - 11/2" opening 
black polyester powder-
coated finished steel.

Part # Description
BL200-03 60" Bunk Ladder
BL200-04 66" Bunk Ladder
BL200-05 60" Bunk Ladder
BL200-06 66" Bunk Ladder
BL200-07 60" Bunk Ladder
BL200-08 66" Bunk Ladder

� High strength 6063-T6 aluminum alloy,
supports up to 300 pounds.

� No external fastener visible. Beautiful,
finished appearance. No screw heads, etc.

� Anodized satin finish on rails and steps.

� Steps are padded to prevent slipping,
providing a warm, cushioned feel.

� Simple rugged construction.

� All parts finished to avoid snagging
clothing, and eliminate any physical danger
of cutting or scratching.

� 60" & 66" ladder lengths are standard.

� No slip, no mar bumper pads on bottom of
the ladder rails.

Docking System
� Retainers mounted to bunk rail.
� Ladder assembled to retainer as follows:

1. Ladder held parallel to ground.
2. Ladder joins retainer.
3. Ladder rotates to ground.

Universal Assist Ladder

Legs adjust up
and down, in
and out for a
custom fit.

Part # Description
AL1900 Universal Mini Assist Ladder 

(for elliptical/flat step ladders)
AL1910 Universal Mini Assist Ladder,

(for round/square step ladders)

Universal

Mini
Assist Ladder

Bunk

Ladder

Hook - 11/2" Opening

� A simple device that allows you to get up to your ladder safely.

� Fits any RV ladder, any make, any model, any year.

� Unique “Docking System”.

� Hooks on without the use of tools.

� Easy on, easy off, 5 second installation.

� Simple, rugged construction.

� Stores easily.
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� Unique bike carrier for:
• Lawn Chairs • Boogie Boards
• Attache Cases  • Whatever Fits

� Universal clips allow Bike Hopper 
to be mounted to any conventional 
rear-mounted carrier.

� Simple one-piece construction.

� Corrosion resistant black powder coating.

Part # Description
BH2400 Bike Hopper

Bike hopper can be mounted on either side or both
sides of carrier.

Grab items inside the luggage
compartment of the RV.

Great for truck beds. Unroll your RV awning, using the enclosed
awning hook.

Two tips included.� Retrieve hard-to-reach cargo in the back of the pickup truck...especially
if the truck has a camper 
shell or a tonneau cover.

� Reach your suitcase, backpack, cooler, etc. inside the luggage
compartment of your RV, using the clever hook design of “The Grabber.”

� Unroll your RV awning with the enclosed awning hook.

� T. handle helps push your groceries, boxes etc. from the tailgate to the
back of the cab.

� Telescoping anodized aluminum pole.

� Clips are adhesive mounted for quick access.

Part # Description
GR3500 Cargo Retriever

Bike Hopper The Grabber

Bar Hopper Drink Holder
� Handlebar-mounted cup holder.

� Fits to-go tapered wall drink cups.

� Brushed stainless steel ring holds your beverage securely,
yet allows easy access to your drink.

� Cup holder mounts and un-mounts easily. No tools required.

Part # Description
BH1500 Handlebar-mounted cup holder
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� Get an extra reach for those hard to reach places.

� Compact and ready to use...no assembly required

� Weighs in at only 6 pounds.

� Holds 200 pounds.

� Constructed with high strength anodized aluminum.

� Great for outdoor and indoor use.

� Beautifully designed and crafted.

Part # Description
SL300-3 Feather Lite Ladder

Featherlite Step Ladder 



Grab Handle
Folding

Grab Handle
� Available in highly polished stainless steel or 

carbon steel powder-coated white.

� Single piece construction, with no welded joints.

� Other colors available upon request.

Part # Description
H280-12 Bent Stainless Steel/Top Mount/12" (Silver)
H290-12 Bent Carbon Steel/Top Mount/12" (White)
H291-12 Bent Carbon Steel/Bottom Mount/12" (White)
H300-12 Arched Stainless Steel/Top Mount/12" (Silver)
H301-12 Arched Carbon Steel/Top Mount/12" (White)
H310-18 Arched Stainless Steel/Top Mount/18" (Silver)
H311-18 Arched Carbon Steel/Top Mount/18" (White)

Simple push button
locks handle securely
open or closed.

Door

Hinge

� Simple “pinch to activate” NIKKI CLIP folding system.

� Available in stainless steel and powder-coated aluminum.

� High-density foam grip that stays in position.

Part # Description
FH3200 White Powder Coated Aluminum
FH3300 Stainless steel

Can be used on any
type and size of door.

H290-12   H291-12

H280-12

H301-12

H300-12

H311-18

H310-18

RV
Wall

Door Retainer  

Assist Handle Obstruction

Non-slip grip pad
inside of handle

� Perfect for indoor / outdoor use.

� Made of reinforced polypropylene.

� Withstands 450 pounds in direct pull.

� Cover caps snap over hardware.

� Warm feel in cold climates.

� UV inhibitors prevent color changes in outdoor use.

� Available in black or white.

Part # Description
H275-01 Assist Handle (Black)
H275-02 Assist Handle (White)

� Unique design allows retainer to work when 
the door is not flush... just move closer to hinge.

� No unsightly extension pieces are required.

� Retains 90% of original holding force after 
50,000 cycles.

� Small...unobtrusive.

Part # Description
T1006C-01 Light-Duty (Black)
T1006C-04 Light-Duty (Polar White)
T1005C-01 Heavy-Duty (Black)
T1005C-03 Heavy-Duty (Colonial White)
T1005C-04 Heavy-Duty (Polar White)
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Flush mount

Clip mount

� Patented two-way action allows the
consumer to slide cans in-and-out from the
end, or snap out in the middle.

� Organize. See at a glance what you have.

� Increase your cabinet storage.

� 3 sizes fit most common can diameters.

� Easy to install, with tape strips or wood
screws (provided).

� 3 pack will hold 11 cans.

� Multiple uses within RV, boat and home.

� Can be used on top and bottom of
cabinet....cans don’t slide around.

Part # Description
C305 Can up Holder

Flush Mount
� Finally a drink holder that isn’t in the way.

� Virtually disappears when not in use.

� Rugged ABS.

� Tested for 50,000 cycles without failure.

� Fits into dozens of locations in motor homes,
campers, vans, mini-vans, SUVs, cars, boats,
home, workshop, etc...

� Fastens with screws or double-sided mounting
tape.

Clip Mount
� Same great features as Flush Mount.

� Vinyl covered spring steel clip firmly grips
7/8" to 1" tubing.

� Clips easily to lawn chairs, bicycles, baby
strollers, wheel chairs, umbrella poles, camera
tripods, etc.

� Rotates 360˚, to mount on any tube, from
vertical to
horizontal and any point in-between.

Part # Description
T705-01C Drink Holder/Flush Mount (Black)
T706-01C Drink Holder/Clip Mount (Black)

� Sturdy zinc plated steel
attachment/pivot bracket.

� Satin finished anodized legs.

� Designed to support hinged
tables,bunks, etc.

� Simple “pinch to activate”
NIKKI CLIP folding system.

Part # Description
FL3400-16 Locking Folding Legs 16"
FL3400-24 Locking Folding Legs 24"
FL3400-275 Locking Folding Legs 27 1/2"

FL3400-305 Locking Folding Legs 30 1/2"

Can Up Holders

Fold Away Drink Holder

Locking Folding Legs

1. The design of innovative new products. We don’t like any “me
too” products in our catalog. Our motto is “NEVER FOLLOW”.

2. The design of “universal” products. We want our distributors
and dealers to have the fewest possible SKU’s.

3. Our products are made with pride right here in the U.S.A

Melrose

Emma

Pie

Taxi

Lady Mocha

Milton

After that, we work hard at manufacturing the highest quality products.
Then we package them in gorgeous four color cartons that stand out at the
dealers, and explain all the features to the potential customer.

In our “off time”, we’re rather fanatical about animal rights. Most of us
have dogs or cats, and we relish the joy and love they bring to our lives.
Some of our many animal companions are pictured on this page.

Strangely enough for a product development and marketing company, this
is our favorite page in the catalog.

At Top Line, We’re Passionate

About Three Principles:
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Discover other truck bed accessories on our website.

https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html

